AND SATAX CAME ALSO
blindly in Stiven's wake, when I heard the gush of
some considerable fountain somewhere ahead.
In that instant I knew where we were—that Father
Herman had led us up to the dell which Olivia and I
had visited ten days before. Sure enough, some two
minutes later, I came to the sloping plateau below
the ultimate crest. Though the priest had followed
no path, the line he had taken was simpler than the
way we had gone, but I think that he knew the
mountain and which was the easiest way.
I was halfway across the plateau when somebody
touched my arm.
"Listen,"   said   Hubert.   " TheyVe   gone   down
into that dell.   Is that the place that you and Olivia
passed ? "
" It is/' said I.
As I spoke, a torch was lighted, and then two more.
And since until now the rogues had shown no light,
that this was the scene of their action I had no doubt.
"I don't like those torches/1 said Hubert, "but
we simply must see what's what, You've seen this
spot by daylight. Where do we go ? "
" We must bear to the left," said L   " And after
thirty paces we'll strike the trees."
" I leave it to you/1 said Hubert.
We hastened across the plateau and came to the
trees.   These were clothing the peak, up which I
struck obliquely, so as to bring us above where the
enemy stood.   While we must not, of course, be seen,
we could not be heard, for the sound of the heavy
fountain which issued into the dell and the rush of the
race which fed the Hohenems fall were far too loud
for anyone down in the dell to hear anything else.
Indeed, though I could not see, the ceaseless song
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